
All images Â© Hufton + Crow, shared with permissionA year since its opening, the snow-free ski hill and entertainment hub that sits above a waste-to-energy power plant in Copenhagen is fully open to outdoor
enthusiasts. New aerial photographs from Hufton+Crow capture the rooftop complex Copenhill (previously) through a blanket of fog, revealing the now lush landscaping that lines hiking trails and visitors as they peer out
over the surrounding water. The multi-use site, which is located at the Amager Resource Centre, even has the world&#8217;s tallest climbing wall, an 80-meter-high rock structure that scales the entirety of the
building.Copenhill is the project of Danish architectural firmÂ BIG and is the highest outlook in the capital city. The new complex also boasts multi-faceted energy reuse, with the indoor plant converting waste into heat for
residents&#8217; homes, while the biodiverse hill outside absorbs heat, filters the air, and minimizes water runoff.&nbsp;In preparation for both winter and the need to pull ourselves away from the news, we&#8217;ve
gathered a selection of Skillshare courses that we&#8217;re loving here at Colossal. This new grouping features multi-lesson courses focused on various mediums to channel your creative energy, whether through
portraiture, personal essays, or visual storytelling. For even more art, design, and illustration lessons, check out our previous recommendations from the popular online platform, too.Artist Chris Hong is adept at sketching
whimsical scenes and rich portraits, a skill she shares in a 12-part course. Aimed at those with some drawing experience, the class explores the basics of light, shadow, and structure and how to infuse renderings with
life-like qualities.&nbsp;Writer and editor Roxane Gay is known for crafting nuanced essays that expertly connect personal moments with larger conversations about race, gender, and identity. Through 11 lessons, Gay
offers practical advice about generating ideas, research, and prepping for publication for writers of all backgrounds: Whether you want to finish your memoir, develop your writing craft, or explore putting pen to paper for
the first time, your voice matters. This class is a jumpstart to finding your voice, your story, and sharing it with the world.&nbsp;There&#8217;s a bleak outlook for travel in the next few months, but Chicago-based
photographer trashhand teaches students how to find the otherwise unseen beauty in our immediate surroundings. You&#8217;ll want to have some basic photography knowledge prior to joining either his street or
cityscape classes, which dive into techniques for taking candids, conveying motion, and shooting upward to capture abstract architectural shots.&nbsp;Writer, educator, and designer Debbie Millman chats with four
renowned creativesâ€”Giorgia Lupi, Adam J. Kurtz, Pam Butler, and Paul Sahreâ€”in a series of exclusive interviews about the art of visual storytelling. Learn to combine art and narrative in a compelling, personal way
through seven lessons.&nbsp;There&#8217;s no shortage of articles laying out the ever-elusive ideal routine for creatives, complete with varying rituals and habits. Despite their diverse approaches, the single throughline
seems to be that we all need to find what works best for us, a notion that founder and CEO of Skillshare Michael Karnjanaprakorn adopts. Designed for workers of all stripes, the quick 35-minute course teaches students
to map out their weeks and shares strategies for prioritizing, scheduling, and crafting short-term systems for long-term success.Love of Nature in Chelyabinsk, Russia. All images Â© Vitaly Tsarenkov, shared with
permissionArtist Vitaly Tsarenkov, who works under the moniker SY, depicts the threat of ecological catastrophe through a new mural featuring geometric flora, fauna, and objects typically found in bustling city centers.
Created for the Urban Morphogenesis festival in Chelyabinsk, Russia, Love of Nature is a vertical rendering of the human impact on nature, with color-blocked trucks, road cones, and towering buildings near the top and a
fire, flowers, and tufts of grass occupying space at the bottom.Based in Saint Petersburg, Russia, Tsarenkov says the 50-meter-high mural conveys that each person has the agency to protect the planet&#8217;s
resources. It&#8217;s impossible to stop all harmful factories at once, but to make the first step towards the clean Earth is not difficult and within everybody&#8217;s power just by taking the trash away after recreation in
nature, he writes on Instagram.&nbsp;ï»¿Up until the mid-19th century, the only way to cross the Vltava River in Prague was to head over the gothic stone arches of the Charles Bridge. The project of King Charles IV,
construction of the now iconic structure began in 1357 after a flood damaged the existing walkway. A short animation by Engineering and Architecture peers back into history to chronicle the centuries-old building process
as it shows wooden trusses framing the structure and bricks seemingly sprinkling into place. While the video collapses decades of work into less than a minute, the Charles Bridge wasn&#8217;t complete until the early
15th century.Find more of Engineering and Architecture&#8217;s construction studies on Instagram and YouTube. (via Laughing Squid)&nbsp;All images Â© Jill Burrow, shared with permissionFrom her home in Kansas
City, Missouri, photographer Jill Burrow composes elegant dining tableaus captured in the fleeting light of golden hour. Complete with floral arrangements and unusual additions,Â  Burrow&#8217;s fare distinctly exhibits
the artistic potential of a simple meal when presented in unorthodox settings. Her shadow-filled images frame a picnic spread hanging from a washline, a humble breakfast submerged in water, and a quirky still life of
bread-based cookware.Although she&#8217;s adept at transforming a simple piece of toast into a dandelion-studded canvas, Burrow&#8217;s forays into cooking and baking are recent. I have always enjoyed cooking but
never felt a creative connection to it, so when I started creating art and creative sets I realized how diverse and creative food is. Food is already so vibrant and full of life and pleasure, and it is quite easy to transform and
change into unexpected works of art, she says.Ultimately, Burrow hopes her sculpted butters and arranged berries conveyÂ an alternate vision for understanding life. My main goal is to create a world where people who
don&#8217;t have the typical brain might feel stimulated and inspired. I have always seen the world differently, she says.For more of the edible interventions highlighted in Burrow&#8217;s photographs, follow her on
Instagram. (via Trendland)&nbsp;ï»¿Presented by theÂ National Film Board of Canada, an animated short by Montreal-based director Alex Boya considers the complex effects of war through a heartwarming tale. Turbine
opens with a woman climbing aboard a train that inches along the track like a worm. The black-and-white film then chronicles her journey reuniting with her pilot husband, who returns from war with an airplane engine
permanently replacing his face and subsequently falls in love with the ceiling fan.Through incredibly rich renderingsâ€”the wrinkles on the characters&#8217; hands and the whorling patterns in their hair are particularly
detailedâ€”Boya depicts peculiar scenes and quiet domestic moments to share a story about love, humanity, and transformation. In an interview about Turbine, the director says the film&#8217;s distinct style came about
organically:It felt like creating sober instructional illustrations of real things, with an honest attempt to simply survey their opaqueness and shadows in a photorealistic world. Just like I focus on the water instead of on my
body when I swim, it works not to think of style, but simply on the subject matter that is being drawn.For more short films, see the board&#8217;s Instagram and Vimeo, and check out Boya&#8217;s site to explore the
entire Turbine Universe, which is complete with dozens of sketches and gifs of the hybrid character.&nbsp;Situated in a mountainous region of the Gifu Prefecture is a small village of Gassho-style homes, uniquely
Japanese structures with thatched roofs that are built to withstand heavy snowfall. Dating back to the 11th century, the historic community of Shirakawa-go was recognized as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1995.
While the designation draws tourists each year who are keen on studying the architecture and local history as they pass through the village, an unusual attraction draws inordinate crowds to the region.Simply called the
Water Hose Festival, the biannual event involves testing the site&#8217;s ability to respond to fire. The flammable and historic nature of the structures spurred caretakers to install massive sprinklers and hoses to prevent
extensive damage. Each year in December and May, they test the lines and douse the homes, according to the video above that shows a similar process occurring at a site in Miyama. The systems are concealed inside
structures that mimic the original architecture, and the new buildings open from the center allowing water to erupt into the air, a spectacular and almost comical process. (via Spoon &amp;
Tamago)&nbsp;Shirakawa-goShirakawa-go&nbsp;&nbsp;ï»¿Prior to asking subjects to grin and say cheese, photographers would entreat those awaiting a portrait to watch the birdie. Now generally out of use, the phrase
dates back to 1879 and references a technique to capture both kids&#8217; and adults&#8217; attention at just the right moment: Photographers would attach a little brass bird to the top of their lensâ€”the 1950s film
Watch the Birdie erroneously positions a songbird on the main character&#8217;s hat rather than his cameraâ€”and squeeze a pneumatic bulb, making the creature chirp and flap its wings as they snapped an
image.Austria-based Markus HofstÃ¤tter recently restored one of the historic gadgets, a process he demonstrates inÂ a new video. He begins by degreasing the 140-year-old pieces, 3D printing a new base, and finally
attaching the water-filled device to his wet plate camera. After removing the lens cap and blowing into a tube, he reveals the bird&#8217;s whistles.For more tutorials and explorations into historic photography techniques,
check out HofstÃ¤tter&#8217;sÂ  YouTube and Instagram. You also might enjoy these similarly chirping antique boxes that feature singing bird automata.Â (via PetaPixel)&nbsp;If the Leader Only Knew (2014). All
images Â© Hank Willis Thomas, shared with permissionThrough his bronze sculptures and public installations, Hank Willis Thomas (previously) examines history&#8217;s repetitions. The Brooklyn-based artist critically
considers identity, social justice, and pop culture by visually weaving together the remains of the past that surface in present day. Art is a platform where histories meet, he tells Colossal.Thomas&#8217;s sculptural pieces
include a series of hands clenching a barbed wire fence, an oversized hair pick lodged into concrete, and a gleaming basketball balancing on players&#8217; fingertips. No matter the medium, the interdisciplinary artist
begins by examining advertisements and archival images and the messages those contain. The transfer of a photograph into a three-dimensional expression allows the viewer to delve within a photograph and form an
intimate understanding of the ideas it represents. That relationship inspires critical thought about the viewer themselves and the world around them, he says.Many of Thomas&#8217;s artworks reflect on historical
moments, like the Holocaust and South African apartheid, and explicitly connect them to contemporary struggles. Photographs of mid-century Germany inspire sculptures, like If the Leader Only Knew, that evoke images
of migrants detained at the United States-Mexico border. He ties a glimpse of mining workers to Hands Up, Don&#8217;t Shoot, a cry to end state-sanctioned police violence, which informs the outstretched arms in Raise
Up. History repeats itself, and art is one cultural framework through which we engage with these profound moments, hopefully awakening our consciousness, the Brooklyn-based artist says.&nbsp;Raise Up (2014)For
Thomas, art and activism are inextricable. In recent months, he&#8217;s been considering their critical intersections particularly in relation to creative movements like Wide Awakes and For Freedoms, an organization he
co-founded that has been spearheading public projects prior to the 2020 election. Art is not unaffected in this moment; it is the context that unifies our experiences of joy and even those of growth and p
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